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at

ELEVENTH GATE
Man

Gong's

Net
Zen Master

One

the high rostrum and gave the speech

to

mark the end of the three month

winter

retreat.

"All winter

long

you

monks practiced very hard. That's won
derful! As for me, I had nothing to do,
a net.

This

net

is made

out

so

of a

cord. It is very strong and can
catch all Buddhas, Patriarchs and hu

special
man

beings.

It catches

everything.

How

do you get out of this net? Some stu
dents shouted, "KATZ!" Others hit the
floor

fist. One said, "The sky
is blue, the grass is green." Another said,
or

raised

a

"Already got out; how are you, great
Zen Master?" From the back of the
room

net!"

Gong's
attack

an

"I

kong-an. caught
a
big fish" is a strong
teaching style. It drops
down a large (000 size) hook
for you. If you touch this

fishing

hook ,you will have a big problem! It's
just like a boxing match: hit, hit, hit.

..

then you must defend yourself. So, how
do you hit Man Gong's net? How do you

take away Man Gong's idea? Man Gong's
idea made the

you must hit that.
Kong-an practicing is very impor
tant-it means, put it all down. In Zen,
net.

So,

say if the Buddha appears, kill the
Buddha; if an eminent teacher appears,

Many answers were given, but to
Gong only replied, "Aha! I've

kill the teacher; if demons appear, kill
them. Kill everything that appears in fron t

caught a BIG fish!" So, how do you get
out of Man
Gong's net?

kong-an. Zen
Master Man Gong always taught his
students not to make anything. If you
practice strongly, don't make anything
and don't want anything, then you can
attain no hindrance. Then this kong-an
is not a problem. But if you are think
ing, if you still have I, my, me and
checking mind, then you cannot get out
This is

net.

includes

a

very famous

This

net

is life and death and

everything.

Even if you

Buddha, if you have thinking,
not

is

net

monk shouted, "Don't make

a

each Man

of the

Man

day, Zen Master Man Gong sat

on

I made

Seung Sahn

escape the

you

are a
can

we

of you. That means don't make

anything.
something, then you have a
hindrance. If you can completely put it all
If you make

down, then you have no hindrance and
your direction becomes clear. So, our
practicing direction is to make our situa
tion, function, and
world clear.

relationship in this
Why do you eat every day? If

that is clear, then our life is clear and we
help this world. Moment to moment

can

job

our

help

all

is

to

do bodhisattva action and

beings.

Man

Gong's

net

makes

direction and its function clear.

Only
help all beings. But that is just an explana
tion.· Explanations can't help you! An
our

answer

is necessary.

net.
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THE TWELFTH GATE
Three Men Are

Walking
Zen Master Seung Sahn
£W

Three

men are

walking.

The first

man

makes

a

sword sound, the second man waves his hands,
and the third man picks up a handkerchief.
1. If you

were

correct

there, what would be your

function?

2. What is the

3. And

relationship?
lastly, what is the situation?

Commentary:

The function

ofeach is different,

but

the situation is the same.
& ;

A

long

time ago Zen Master

Cheung

Sahn would ask his students this

kong-an frequently. Nobody
they

understood. Sometimes he would use wild actions or shout, "Yahhhh! Why don't you understand?" Still,
couldn't

answer

completely.

This

kong-an is very important. It is an object "just like this" style kong-an. There are two kinds of "just
like this" kong-ans, subject and object. Subject "just like this" means when you are hungry, what? Eat! Object
"just like this" means if someone is hungry, what? Give them food! That is object "just like this" style. So, in
this kong-an, what is your correct function? These three men do different actions, but the situation is the same.
Their function is different, but it is the same situation. What is their relationship? What is the situation? Same
situation, same condition, same relationship, but the function is different: one makes a sword sound, one takes
out a handkerchief, one waves his hand-different actions, but the
meaning is the same.
hint: you go to a theater where somebody is doing a one-man show. He tells a very funny story,
he acts funny, talks funny, and then everybody laughs. Everybody is happy. Many different people are laughing
Here's

a

with different
Hu!"

styles. Somebody is laughing, "Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha." Somebody else is laughing, "Hu, Hu, Hu,
Somebody else is laughing, "Ho, Ho, Ho, Ho!"-different laughing styles. The action is different, but

the condition and the situation

of relationship? You

must

are

the

same.

So, what kind of condition, what kind of situation, what kind

attain that. That is the

If you don't understand,

object "just like

this."

just don't understand. If you keep this "don't understand"

then your Don't Know mind becomes very strong and a big Don't Know is possible, which

question and great doubt. If you completely don't know, then you will get
complete enlightenment. If you have only a small question, only small enlightenment is
possible. There are many kinds of enlightenment-small enlightenment, middle enlight
enment, big enlightenment, and then finally, no enlightenment. No enlightenment is
complete enlightenment.
means

great
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PLENTY OF NOTHING
; k@3_

¥_*Mf%&

Opening speech by Zen Master Wu I[wang
at Buddha s Enlightenment Day,
Providence Zen Center, December 5, 1998.

Once

student, while in

particular mind set, said to
enlighten
ment, I think I'll scream." This raises a question as to the
purpose of our coming together to celebrate, commemo
rate, and recollect Buddha's enlightenment.
At Providence Zen Center, there hangs a calligraphy
me,

a

"If I hear

one more

a

talk about Buddha's

which reads:
Buddha

Snow Mountain.

went to

Sat, don't know. Six years passed.
Saw

a

bright star, got enlightenment.

When we truly come to that place where we perceive, "I don't

Without thinking, full universe.

The

essence

of Buddha's

have

enlightenment

is in the last

full universe." Two aspects are
out here: "full universe" and "without thinking."

line: "Without

pointed

thinking,

"Full universe" means" nothing" is

"nothing"

is

nothing is

There is

like the old Gershwin song from

the

Porgy and Bess: "I got plenty of nothing." That
you are carrying a big bundle of nothing around

"Nothing" truly perceived and practiced means that
holding or grasping, we clearly connect with
everything we encounter or touch, moment by moment
by moment, and that truly is the practice of manifesting
Buddha's enlightenrnent as "full universe."
As for the second part, "without
thinking," there is a
an
ancient
Zen
Master
named
Shu An:
poem by
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capacity." Truly, he says (in

impossible. We would say, "already" from
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actually attained enlightenment is very, very, very long."
Then he presents an analogy: suppose you were to take all the
sands of the Ganges River-not just one Ganges River, but
perhaps a thousand Ganges Rivers-and then start to walk east,
and about every third eon drop one grain of sand to the ground,
and measure the time it would take to drop all of these grains of
sand
"well, actually, my enlightenment occurred long before
that!" That means infinitely long ago. To calculate it is imp os-
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slant

since I

day long with mind collected and all worries
forgotten. I had not ceased my mental activity with a
view to removing delusions, butthere was not a
thing
--

interesting

the way that is only found in the style ofIndian sutras) "the time

With incense burning, I sat
quietly on the south terrace

.

an

of people who

all

...

enlightenment.

under the bodhi

me."

.

think

truth, that teaching is only to inspire and encourage the practice

without

think about.

thing to

Buddha says in this chapter is that "it is only to inspire and
encourage practice that I tell the story of leaving home, sitting

with you, i.e. you are clinging to nothing. However, the
second line of the song says, "And nothing's plenty for

to

not a

enlightenment presented in the "Revelation ofthe Eternal Life of

the opera,
means

get rid of anything," and "there is

is Buddha's

nothing. To think

not

to

about," then we attain "without thinking, full universe," and that

,j,;,L....

no

enlightenment

In December,
tree

us

in the

no

.

leaves obscure the bare brown trunk of the

yard.

Summer

1999
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THE PRACTICE OF LISTENING
Fonnal dhanna speech by Zen Master Dae Gak at Buddha's Enlightenment Day,
Providence Zen Center, December 5, 1998.

[Raises Zen stick over head, then hits tabLe with stick.}

This whole world is turning, turning, turning.
Before listening appeared, there was no "Buddha's enlightenment."
[Raises Zen stick over head, then hits tabLe with stick.}

After listening appeared, "Buddha's enlightenment" also
appeared.
[Raises Zen stick over head, then hits tabLe with stick.}

Buddha's enlightenment is not separate from listening.
Listening is not separate from Buddha's enlightenment.
When listening, Buddha's enlightenment, appearing,
and disappearing no longer exist.
What, then, becomes clear?

HO!
Thank you all for coming and listening.
I've been studying Chinese characters. T here is so mething disheartening about studying Chinese characters at
age fifty-one. I studied fifty-five characters in a book, turned
the page, and it said, "End of first grade." I was proud of my
accomplishment-I had achieved first grade level.
T he character for "listening attentively" consists of five
characters: the character for ear, the character for standing
still, the character for ten, the character for eye, and the

6 PRIMARY POINT Summer 1999

character for heart or mind. Chinese characters are really
picturegrams: they are pictures that
have evolved to describe a certain
situation. This picturegram for listening attentively means: "When
in stillness, one listens with the
heart. The ear is worth ten eyes."
The character for sacred, holy,
or saint is made up of three characters: the character for ear,
the character for hole (which is taken phonetically to mean
clear), and the character for standing still. Thus, a saint is
one who, in stillness, hears
clearly; or, what is holy or
sacred is being able to hear
clearly, which evolves to being able to hear the word of
God or being able to hear
the sound ofBuddha's voice.
Listening is fundamental
to our practice. Our school
is called the Kwan Urn School of Zen. "Kwan Urn" means
"perceive sound,." or to listen. Kwan Seum Bosal, the
bodhisatrva of compassion, realized her enlightenment by
hearing the sound of human suffering-through listening,
through this human practice of hearing.
In our own lives, we know that we hear clearly relative
to the clarity of our mind. When our mind is cluttered or
troubled, our hearing is distorted. Indeed all sense data

becomes distorted with an unclear mind. There is a psychological practice, a game, where you sit with ten or fifteen
people. One person whispers something in the ear of the
first person , and the whispering goes all the way around.
When it comes out at the other end, it is very unlike what
was said initially. Our practice is to clear the mind in such
a way that we can hear clearly. We want to hear clearly so
that we can function correctly.
In our Korean tradition, Chinul talks about tracing the
radiance back. This is the practice of listening to the very
sound of listening itself: to be able to sit with one's own
mind, not following the mind and all of the tangents that it
offers, but to sit quietly and listen. At first, we sit down and
our minds begin to settle li ke dirt settles on a dirt road after
a car goes by. There is some clariry. Then we begin to listen
to our own fundamental nature. Having heard our own
fundamental nature, we begin to listen to our friend,
whoever that is. Listening to our friend is nor complete
without some action, some response. There is no true
listening if our listening is limited to our own particular
experience. The true practice of listening requires some
kind of compassionat e action .
Originally in Buddhism, there was a great emphasis on
wisdom, on nirvana. Historically, students were encouraged to focus on their own personal samadhi. Students
would sir for long periods of rime, have some great experience, and believe that their life was complete. It was believed
rhar seeing into the nature of phenomena was enough.
Christianity, in contrast, has stressed compassion : Even
though we can question whether there is true wisdom left in
Buddhism or true compassion left: in Chrisrianiry, the
fundamental movement of Christianity is toward helping
others, roward compassion. Christ's reaching, "Do unto
others as you would have them do unto you," "treat your
neighbor as yourself," is a fundamental ly compassionat e
teaching. It was not until Mahayana Buddhism appeared
that compassion became integral to Buddhist practice. Iris
in their meeting in compassion rhar Zen and Chrisrianiry
are reconciled.
In the mid-1980s when Zen Master Seung Sahn raughr
at the Abbey of Gethsemani, a Trappist monastery in
Kentucky, one of the kong-ans he offered the monks was rhe
teaching, "Be still and know mar I am God." Whar is the
meaning of "Be still-know that I am God"? In stillness,
one is able to hear without distortion. The still mind is not
cluttered with particular karma, judgment, blame, dissatisfaction with self and other, or feelings of entitlement.
Well before Bodhidharma came to China, the Chinese
emperor Wu had already built many Buddhist temples and
was supporting the education of thousands of Buddhist
monks.
Upon meeting Bodhidharma , Emperor Wu said, "I
have built a lot of temples. I have fostered and supported

Buddhism in many, many ways. What merit have I attained
from rhis?"
Bodhidharma said, "No merit. Clear li ke space."
This enraged Emperor Wu. There was a breakdown in
communicati on, and Bodhidharma left: and went north ro
sir in a cave. Being unable ro hear "true merit, " having some
idea of what enlightenmen t, merit, or accomplishm ent was,
Emperor Wu became enraged. He was nor yet able ro hear
that no merit, no thing, is better than a good thing.
Emperor Wu went to his spiritual advisor and said,
"Who was this guy that talked ro me, the emperor, like
this?"
His spiritual advisor said, "This was Bodhidharma . He
is rhe avatar of Avalokitesvara. He is the very bodhisatrva of
compassion himself."
Emperor Wu said, "I'll send somebody ro get him! I've
made a big mistake here!"
And the spiritual advisor said, "Even if you send all of
your armies and all of your townspeople, you cannot bring
Bodhidharma back."
Why?
This is rhe fundamental teaching, that our listening
practice does not occur outside of us, or in someone else .
Where there is a special one, there is always suffering,
whether that special one is one's own self, a teacher, a god,
a bodhisatrva. When one measures oneself separate from,
puts something or someone on a pedestal, there is suffering.
There is an old Hindu saying: "The mind of measure cannot
know God."
Originally, Zen appeared because of surra practice.
Buddhism appeared because of the Buddha's practice,
sitting under a tree and listening to the night noises,
listening ro his question, listening ro his doubt,
listening ro rhe demons rh at appearednor unlike what we do every day
when we practice. Then a
religion began to develop around ir,
and there appea red
forms,

the true
practi ce

of listeni ng
•

requ1res
comp assion ate
action

and the forms lost their

We say

functionality.

they became

autonomous." If you give a monkey a coin
every time it does a certain trick, so that it can buy bananas,
at some
point the monkey begins to do the trick just to get

"functionally

the coin. That's called

capitalism.

When

they

have all the

food they need and everything they could possibly want, they

begin to amass these coins far beyond any redeemable value.
Rules appear, religion appears, and there is suffering
because people are then judged relative to these rules. Rules
lose their functional meaning. Bowing stops being a practice
of appreciation and becomes a practice of deference. Two
ideas appear: one is that we bow
and we put them higher than

to a

teacher
and

us

as a

some

deference,

resentment

say, "I'm not going to bow." A sense of
practice of bowing loses its function, its
an
expression of one's true nature.

appears, and

we

dualism. The
as

purpose,

Giving becomes an obligation. We begin to tithe. We see

beyond

what

have been

we

listening is that it doesn't arise, it doesn't cease, and
really can't be brought about. It is our birthright, just as
enlightenment is each of our birthright. Enlightenment is
not something that a special few have or can get.
o nee I met a Zen Master who said, in Japan, he had fifty
monks and laymen, and many of them were westerners,
and of those fifty he thought maybe one could attain
enlightenment. I think you know how many people are
here-maybe seventy-five? There is not a person here who
cannot realize their true self. It is not dependent on
anything. It's not special. It's not esoteric. To lose this sense
is to lose our practice.
It is not something that someone has, it's not something
someone
gets-it is who you are. It's like waking up in bed
and realizing you were there all along, having a dream. One
doesn't have to go to bed, find the bed-you are there, you
it

Having realized that, and
you to help others?

Urn School of Zen,

out

of some desire for support to practice.

up in it. How much do you believe that?

Bodhidharma
came to

for whatever

that Bodhidharma

reason,

connection. When I
met

Bobby

came to

and Line,

made

particularly strong
the Providence Zen Center, I

never

George,

a

and See

Hoy (Su Bong

Sunim), and became a member of a family. Sometimes a
difficult family, sometimes a joyous family, but family
nonetheless, in the

of people with

sense

and whose direction

luminous

was

to

a
strong direction,
the point where it

practice

that his teacher

believing that,

and

went

I had practiced for ten years with Japanese-style teachers, and
I

be

about

just have to wake

of the

means to

He sat in the very practice oflistening. The marvelous thing

precepts, in a way.
I came to the Providence Zen Center before it was Kwan

now

out

What it

some

demanding a certain tithe instead of us sup
generosity of our heart, our particular
We
to
sangha.
begin feel obligated. Religion happens when
or
sangha
congregation loses its enlightenment, loses its
religions

porting,

taught.

fundamental way.
Bodhidharma went off to the cave and sat for nine years.

human in

sat

in the

how

cave,

having

a retreat.

are

and Hui Ko

with him. He didn't read in
was

willing

a

newsletter

He had

dream

a

north, and through great
he traveled north to sit with Bodhidharma.

hardship,

was

in the

When he got there, Bodhidharma was in a cave, sitting,
looking at the wall. Hui Ko knocked on the cave, but
Bodhidharma didn't turn around. The legend says Hui Ko
stood there until the

snow

piled

up three feet

high

on

his

find my direction. It is
brightened
path
helped
not without some
and
sadness
that I think back on
nostalgia

shoulders. No response. What was Hui Ko doing while he
was
standing there? What was his practice when he was

those times. There was

standing

and

my

a

me

kind of innocence, of not-knowing

and wonder.
Line Rhodes used

George
most

and other

to

people

come to
came

of all. We would have

he would

sitting,
would

come no matter

he would

come;

We

never

come.

Kentucky. Bobby

also, but Line used

and

to come

people's homes, and
what. If there were three people
retreats

if there

in

were ten

people sitting,

he

had many more than ten or eleven
in those times. He would come, and he

people in Kentucky
come cheerfully and with a
great deal of support for
what we were doing. I remember Mara and me taking

would

precepts the first time, and Line's support, like a brother, just
completely present. That's the meaning of sangha, the true

meaning of religion: you have friends who come together,
maybe for a short period of time or a long period of time
we come

together,

our

lives touch, and

we

encourage each

other toward clarity and compassion. We support each other
in this quest

to

look beyond

our own

personal conditioning

and our own mind habit, and find what it means to be human
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there? He

was

listening

for his teacher. With

luminous attention, he was standing and listening. With
luminous patience and courage, he was standing and

listening, waiting. Getting no response, the legend says he
cut

off his

arm

and handed it

to

the teacher, and

Bodhidharma turned around-whether he

at

this,

actually did
this or whether this is legend, that Hui Ko gave something
ofhimself away-he got the teacher's attention. He got one
question out of that: one arm, one question.
Hui Ko said, "My mind is ill at ease. How do I put my
mind to rest?" Bodhidharma said, "Bring me your mind."
Hui Ko sat and looked with all sincerity: he didn't think it
was a
kong-an he had to figure out and get by, he didn't take
it as some kind of trick question, that he had to jump
through a hoop in order to get a certain kind of attention
from Bodhidharma. He saw it as a true, sincere question
that hit the very core of his being. "You say that your mind
is not at rest, so please bring it to me." With all sincerity,
Hui Ko looked, and had some opening, and said, "I can't

find it

And Bodhidharma said, "Yes.

anywhere."

Now your mind is

Later, it is said

at

rest."

they were walking. In those days, the

student always walked three paces behind the teacher,
just outside the shadow. Bodhidharma said, "You under

stand China. I don't, I'm from India. Which way should I
go?" And Hui Ko said, "Only go straight." (He was a good
Zen student at the time.) Bodhidharmasaid, �One more step
not
possible." At this, Hui Ko's final enlightenment
appeared. Hearing this, his mind burst open and became the
only link in the chain from Buddha to Cumberland.
Bodhidharma gave transmission to two people, but one died,

is

so

Hui Ko is that

one

link-but it is

a

link that is

with such dedication, that it has endured for
thousand years.
We have this Buddha's

Enlightenment Day

so

strong,

over

two

ceremony,

celebrating enlightenment that has many names: grace, God,

"I appre
ciate having

Buddha-mind, listening, compassion. They all point to the
without-self, without-idea mind. We celebrate it in our
ancestors, we celebrate it in ourselves, and we celebrate it in

water

each other. The

by moment by moment.
Try this as a practice on your own: take into
your own consciousness the question, "What is it that is the
hardest for me to appreciate?" Is there someone in your life?
Is there some phenomenon? What is it that is hardest for me
to
appreciate? I can appreciate almost everything, but not
that. It is right there that your practice begins.
In our school, we have these marvelous teachings: put it
all down, don't hold anything, don't check. The activity of
putting it all down, the activity of not checking, the activity
of "don't hold anything," is appreciatiort: to appreciate the
cushion that is holding you up, to appreciate your breath as
it rises and falls-not to adjust your breath in some particu
lar way ("Oh, my breath is really deep now and I must be in

same

practice of this celebration can be the
practice of coming together that we have done today; it can
also be the practice of everyday mind in Zen. Most people
learn fairly quickly how to sit, appearing quiet. Most people
learn

fairly quickly how to manage the forms. Most difficult
translating the practice from the cushion to your everyday
life. One can have enormous, marvelous experiences on the
is

cushion and stand up and be irritable and mean and small
minded. Probably no one here has had that experience!

[laughter} Certainly, we have all had that experience, and
certainly we have judged others. "They are supposed to be a
great enlightened being. Why do they treat me this way?"
Taking our practice off the cushion is very difficult.
One of the things I have been looking at recently is the
practice of appreciation. The word "appreciation" has, in
some connotations, the
meaning "to like," but the true
of
is
meaning appreciation merely to accept. I appreciate that
you came. Not that I appreciate in a grandiose way-just the
acknowledgment of the fact. To meet one's moment is to
appreciate. When the mind is cluttered and painfully self
inflicting torture, it is in that moment that we are tested or
encouraged toward the greatest appreciation. Really appreci
ate that mind-the mind of delusion. The mind of
suffering.
Can we appreciate it so fully that we realize that it is not" my"
mind, but "human" mind? When I am depressed, it is not my
depression; this is difficult, but can we appreciate depression
itself? When we need a friend, can we appreciate that
meeting?
so

that

fancy

or

water,

clean

When

we can

we

drink

appreciate

cup of water, can we be present
the water? It doesn't have to be

a

with lots of thinking in terms ofwho brought me the

if the water is pure, if there
water

(which

is

political),

are

people who don't have
just the very act of

but

drinking itself-it doesn't have to be dualistic in the sense of

can

because I

imagine

not

having

water," but the very fact of mo
ment

kind of great samadhi," because you know that when
that happens, in the next moment you're frustrated because

some

your breath isn't so

deep and you are not in a great samadhi).
To appreciate both the deep and the shallow, to appreciate
both profound and mundane, to appreciate that we are ill
human and doing our best. That's the meaning of Buddha' s
enlightenment. That's the meaning of Buddha's teaching.

To sit

on

the universal

and fall. It is

sun

where

moon

from the

and sun do

not

rise

of earth that there is

only
position
rising and setting. But from the position of the universe,
there is no rising and there is no setting. And yet, we still
have

to

live

So, open

on

earth.

mouth, already big mistake.

your

Don't open your mouth,
Not

opening,

not

even

keeping

bigger

mistake.

closed, what

can

you do?

[listens}
Thank you for

listening.
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On November 8, 1998, Gae Mun
Sunim received inka from Zen Master

Seung Sahn
our

at

Kwan Yin Chan Lin,

Zen Center in

Singapore.

Dharma% Combat
Gae MUI1

Question:

SUnim,ltoclay you have

inka

an

ceremony. I hay� seen yc5uworkit;l.g apd practicing
and taking care of many people fo; a long time. I see
you

ate

great bodhisarrva, In the sutras, it says there
stages of bocl:hisattv.ili.O'od. What stage are

are a

ten

you?
1�

,".GMSN:$Yol1-alreadyJ(Ilow ,;_£""""."�",,W"""��.
Q: No. I'm asking you.
GMSN: Your nose is big.
Q: My nose is big? That's my stage?
GMSN: Not enough?
Q: Not enough!
GMSN: The dog is chasing the bone.
Q: Thank you for your teaching.
•.

Q: Congratulations

and

good morning. So,

Gae

Mun Sunim, you have been practicing for many
years now. Now you understand that everything is
Zen:

sitting is Zen, walking is Zen, talking is Zen,
eating is Zen, and going to the toilet is also Zen. So
ask you, Gae Mun Sunim, what is
GMSN: You

Q: Please

tell

not

I

Zen?

tea.

question for you.
already understand

a

GMSN:

Q:

[drinks} It's

vegetarian.

...

very nice

Please drink this

If I

eat one

piece of meat,

water.

I

...

do you

meat?

why
vegetarian.
GMSN: So, you're a vegetarian-what for?
Q: I'm asking you to explain Zen mind-don't
tant

Q:

I

is,

eat

am a

know.

water.

GMSN:

Thank you.

Already!
In Zen

Q: Congratulations.

I would like to know,
put down our thinking
what is one hundred percent thinking?

Gae Mun Sunim, and congratu
becoming a Ji Do Poep Sa. I have a

for you. Soon you will be a great teacher for
all students here in Asia. But in Asia, many people
are Muslims, Hindus, Christians, Buddhists, and all

question

sorts

of other

things. My question

for you is, how

SO I'm

asking you.
people

GMSN: Chinese

call this shui, Americans call

Muslims say aie. Which
Thank
Q:
you, but I'm not thirsty.
GMSN: Then go for a rest.
this

water,

we are

one
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is correct?

to

...

GMSN: You

doing

already

understand. What

are

you

now?

Q: [hits floor}

Only that?
Q: Sitting on the meditation cushion listening to
Poep Sa Nim.
GMSN: Keep this mind. One hundred percent
thinking or no thinking, no problem So, you like
thinking or not thinking? You decide: thinking, then
suffering. "No problem," then no problem.
GMSN:

will you teach all these people?
GMSN: You already understand.

Q:

teachings,

told

Q: Good morning,
lations

on

my

committing violence?
already understand What's impor

am

GMSN: You

Thank you. [drinks} But this is hot water, not tea!
GMSN: Are tea and hot water the same or different?

Q:

am a

mind, then

me.

Q:

You

I

mind says, "I don't know"-no, sorry, no "I"!
"Don't know!" If I eat meat with a "don't know"

already understand.

GMSN: Please drink this

That is

Q:

...

Dharma

Speech
mind,

Gae Mun Sunim, jDPS

are

all the

same.

This

point only

demonstrates the

substance. This em ptiness cannot be expressed by languages

[Raises Zen stick over head, then hits table with stick.]
At this

or

words.
One

inka. We say form

inka is

day,

student of Zen Master

Seung Sahn went up

point, receiving
losing
emptiness, emptiness is form. Mountain is water, water is
mountain. This means this world is impermanent. We come

him and said, "I have attained emptiness!" So the Zen
Master said, "Oh! You have attained emptiness! Then tell

into this world

me,

is

empty-handed,

and leave

empty-handed.

we

I? If this

am

one

breath doesn't

then? This world

everything

return to us,

In this

say this is the

emptiness?" This emptiness
or
languages. We give it
expressed
name
is
that
name, however;
primary point. This primary
has
names and forms. Some
point
many
people call it
enlightenment. Some people call it mind. Some people call
it Buddha. Some people call it God. Some people call it Tao.
Some people call it nirvana. Some people call it substance.
The Sixth Patriarch said, "Originally nothing." Zen Master
Seung Sahn says, "Only don't know." But the true primary

who

emptiness is form. Mountain is water, water is mountain. At
this point, receiving inka is losing inka.

We do

not

over

not

in words

a

and your mind will be very clear, until it reflects like a
mirror. Green comes, we reflect green. This point cannot be

head, then hits table with stick.]

receive inka and do

be

point has no name and no form. When you attain this
emptiness ofpure substance, then your eyes will freely open.
Then your ears will hear clearly, your nose will smell clearly,
your tongue will taste clearly, and your body will feel clearly;

world,

and goes; it is

[Raises Zen stick

So the Zen Master took his stick and

"If there is 'Ow!' then where is

cannot

keeps changing.
changing all the time. So we
world.
So form is emptiness,
impermanent

comes

emptiness!"

hit him. The student said, "Ow!" And the Zen Master said,

sky. Death is like a cloud disappearing. The cloud originally
has no existence. The cloud comes and goes; it is just like this.
Only one thing is always clear. What is this one pure and clear
thing? We do not know why we appear in this world. Even
what we are doing right here, right now-we don't know. So
where are we going after this? We say everything in this world
is changing. Before we are born, we are zero; when we die, we
return to zero. Before
being born, who am I? After being
born, who

who attained emptiness?" The student said, "Me! I have

attained

When you are born, where do you come from? When you
die, where do you go? Life is just like a cloud appearing in the

are

a

to

expressed by languages.

lose inka.

At this

point, we say there is no form and no
emptiness. No mountain, no water. We call this
emptiness world. We say that everything around
us

has its

sound

own

substance. When

we

hear this

[hit], the substance of the sound and the

substance of the mind

are not

different. When

thought arises, then your mind and my mind
are different. Before
thinking arises, your mind,
the
Zen
Master's mind, Buddha's
mind,
my
a

Inka ceremony

at

Kusan Yin Chan Lin
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So put down all your thinking, all your understanding.
Keep this don't know mind. What do you really want? We

and clear.

think

teaching. How do you attain this clear mind?
[Everyone hits the floor.}
You have already attained it. When we return home,
it is important to continue to put in your effort. Every
day get up early, do 108 bows, and try some meditation.
The important thing is to put in the effort, find your
correct direction, and then just do it. If you do it, then

understand ourselves, but

we

as

Zen Master

Seung

Sahn says, human beings are stupid. We cut down all our
trees, we ravage the atmosphere, we pollute the water. We
must return to

primary point

mind. But don't know does

and

this don't know

keep

not mean

don't know. You

already understand this point. If you don't know, you are
already pointed toward your true self. It is very important to
return to this primary point, this don't know-our sub
stance. So in this point, we say no form, no emptiness. No
mountain, no water. So in this point we say, no receiving
inka, no losing inka.
[Raises Zen stick

over

To receive inka is

to

head, then hits table with stick.}
receive inka. To lose inka is

inka. Here we say form is form,
mountain is
tween

a

the six

mountain,

senses

emptiness

water

is

water.

and the six dusts

this the truth world. The sky is blue,

is

one.

come

water

is

So

is

we

So

the

sungil pyun-[hit} be
anything. In this point, we say
emptiness. Mountain is moun

say, receive inka is receive

inka,

world?

answer

any of

Everyone

here

some

can

super
attain his

you have it.
Zen mind is

original mind. But today when you
something special. Today I also make
something special. So we lose this Zen original mind.
[laughter and applause}
The Buddha said this universe is actually one big
stage. Zen Master Seung Sahn wanted me to perform on
come,

you make

[showing the Zen stick} This stick looks very small and
light, but, to me, it is actually very heavy!
In these days, human beings don't understand their
correct job which means they don't understand the
correct situation, function, and
relationship. I hope
everybody in this lifetime can find their true job, put
down I, my, me, all my situation, condition and opin
ions, only do it and find our original face and help all
beings get out from suffering. Attain this point, then
everybody can share this Zen stick. Then Zen Master
Seung Sahn's stick and my stick are not so heavy.
Now already the time is over. Some people came from
very far away and have to rush to their airplanes. Once
again thank you very much everybody for attending this
inka ceremony. But my having inka is not special. I and
you are the same, only a little less hair. That's all. Now
let's go eat lunch together. Thank you very much.

very clear. We call
the trees are green. The
are

talk about three worlds: the

correct

If you

do with

this stage, to enter this world. So I am receiving this stick.

impermanent world,
and
the
truth
world.
But which one is
world,
emptiness
we

to

be

contact

lose inka is lose inka.
the

nothing

emptiness.

The

We say, "ta

emptiness
water.

have

divine force.

lose

one." Then you can do

form is form,

tain,

one.

They

The

You attain the truth world. You and the

universe become

or

to

dogs outside are barking. It is very important to attain this
point, so you and the truth become one. You and the sky
become one. You and the tree become one. You and the dog
become

natural

these, this stick will hit

you 108

times. If you refuse to pick any of these, this stick will still hit
you 108 times. What can you do?

KATZ!

High mountain never hinders the floating cloud.
Thick bamboo cannot stop the water flowing.
We call this function world. This means how we
to function correctly in this
nothing special. On this day,
may we attain this point-this primary point.
When we attain this point, we see clearly, hear
clearly. We attain the truth world and walk the
bodhisattva way. Then, when someone is thirsty,
you give them water. If someone is hungry, you give
them food. When we need help, people come and
help us. Actually, when you come here to help, you
are not
helping me, you are helping yourself. We

make

use

of

our

life

lifetime. This Zen is

call this "correct function."
I was very deeply touched by the teaching of Zen
Master Seung Sahn, because his teachings are simple
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Zen Master Dae Kwang and Do Kwan Sunim take in

some

local Singapore color

ADVENTURE IN SLOVENIA
Grazyna Perl jDPSN,

Perl

Sa Nim led the first Kwan Um

Poep

Scbool of'Zen

retreat in

Slovenia,

1, 1998. This is her report on the

on

October

experience.

It all started in Paris when the

late. I

Paris Zm Center

plane was

Zurich, and

supposed go
to Lublijana. I ended up
going
to Sarajevo, and from there to Lublijana.
In Sarajevo I had two hours in a busy but
war-zone-like airport. I walked outside and
could see a lot of army people and their
equipment. I could see houses burned to
the ground, and houses with bomb holes. I
could see people hurrying to leave that
place, and the sad faces ofthose who have to struggle more.
to

was

to

from there

I talked with an American
two

man

who said, "I have been here

weeks, and I'm very happy

to

leave."

how beautiful this country is. Mostly
mountains. That day there was greatweather: blue sky,
You

sun

must see

shining and the mountains covered with the colors of
The weather

autumn trees.

ened ruins of what

was

was once

in

the

contrast to
most

beautiful

Europe. Very, very sad hopeless feeling
such a stupid, nonsensical, unfair war.
...

Of course I

lost. After
toms, the

luggage)

two

to

go

and anger for

airport (without my

Maribor, where there was

to

be

a

public

dharma talk with television coverage. We were two hours
late, but everybody waited and the event went very well.
At 11 :00 pm

we

left

to

go

to a

place in the mountains for

Yong Maeng Jong Jin starting the next morning.
High in the mountains, with a beautiful view over a
valley, we stopped in front of a very old house, still under
renovation. Eighteen people were sitting this retreat. For
most of them it was their first Yong Maeng J ong Jin; only
three or four had some experience with our school. The
practice was very strong, everybody tried very hard; there
was almost a
passion to it. I could feel from those people
a similar
anger, a good-direction anger, to what I had
a

(Dante for the first time in his life was rnoktak master) I had
chant very loudly and could not make mistakes; every
body followed me in every detail. We laughed afterwards
to

that ifI scratched my nose everybody would have done that
too,

to

students and I left the
to

city

in

Lublijana and my luggage was
whatever was necessary with the Cus

was

doing

late

the black

experienced at the Sarajevo airport. Something has to be
changed in this world!
We sat in a very small room in lines. During the meals
(wonderfully cooked by Mateja) the pots had to go from
hand to hand (no space for servers). During chanting

wonderful try mind.
of
day this Yong Maeng J ong Jin, the

but what

The last

a

chanting

smooth as in any old Zen center. During the day we
did walking meditation in the mountains. After the first

was as

walk-lead

by Igor-up and down steep slopes, we de
was a
walking prostration. We came back

cided that that
with

a

lot of mushrooms and had

a

delicious mushroom

soup for dinner that

day.
When the Yong Maeng jong jin ended, everybody had
a mixture
offeeling happy and sad. It was a great retreat and
we were
sorry to end it. The next one will be in July 1999,
and it is planned to have a tent as a dharma room. The
Slovenian and Croatian sanghas are growing and very
active, and there are some Italians interested in coming to
Maribor. We will meet again in the old house in the high
mountains, and I'm sure with a much bigger group. Good
job, Maribor sangha!
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Opening ofthe Great Brightness Zen

Center

of

DESERT DHARMA
Thorn Pastor, Great Brightness Zen Center

At 7:30 pm on April 27, 1998, two events were taking
place within a mile of each other. Nestled between the neon
and glitter, bright lights and buffets of the Las Vegas Strip,
the Aladdin Casino's luck had run out. Nostalgia has no
identity in Glitter Gulch, history affords no accommoda
tions. A thirty-year landmark of the Las Vegas Strip was
stripped from view, imploded in the name of progress. As
one era came
crashing down in a heap of metal girders and
the
second
event
dust,
inaugurated a different age in South
ern Nevada. A mile from the
change-hungry mob sur
the
ill-fated
the
dedication and renaming
casino,
rounding
of the Mojave Desert Zen Center was also underway.

Like

some

Rat-Packed showroom from the sixties, Zen

Master Seung Sahn addressed a standing-room-only crowd.

The detonations from the Aladdin thrummed in the dis
tance, each a firecracker-like pop of precise destruction. Zen
Master Seung Sahn, his Zen stick in hand, hit the table three

times, the sharp raps mimicking each explosion. He spoke
in his native Korean tongue, with Mu Shim Sunim translat

ing:
"In this desert, an oasis has appeared. If there is no oasis
desert, there is no place for people to drink water, and

if you have

has been called the

drink, you soon will die. Las Vegas
city of desire, or the city of sin. A Zen

Center in this

of desire is

appearing

no water to

city

in this vety

dry

just

like

desert. We

a

beautiful oasis

cannot

help

but say

that this gem, this oasis, is the result of hard work by our
abbot Thom Pastor and Dr. J u-Choen Lee. This effort will

produce much more dharma water. This dharma water will
give great enlightenment to the thirsty students, and will
help save many beings.
"Our Buddhism is not just getting happiness for our
selves. Our Buddhism is finding our own mind light and
using this illumination to shine on all beings. Ifwe find this
mind light together, then this truly can become Great
Brightness Zen Center. Dae, or great, means no opposites.
Myung, or bright, means no shadow. If we acquire our true
nature's light, then there is no shadow. Soen Won means
Zen center. This place is Dae Myung Soen Won, meaning
Great Brightness Zen Center, or No Shadow Zen Center.
I hope that everyone travels to this Great Brightness Zen
Center, discovers their true nature light, and saves all beings
from suffering."

in the

IN SEARCH OF NEON NIRVANA
Thorn Pastor, Great Brightness Zen Center

"Everybody comes into this world carrying nothing,"
Seung Sahn has said. "Everyone leaves for
also
someplace,
carrying nothing. We cannot take anything
with us. Yet in between, everybody wants things, chases
things, and is attached to things very much."
Zen Master

Back in 1964,

of my first

as a

young music student in Boston, one
was David Mott, who in subse

acquaintances

q uent years has become a lasting friend. David and I shared
a common interest in, if not a commitment to, Zen
practice
in those

would

days. However, two or three nights a week we
enjoy late night green tea, discuss Alan Watts or
Philip Kapleau Roshi, and "sit" for twenty
minutes. You

might say

we were sort

of

"Zen dilettantes." After Berklee, David left Boston for the
Ivy-league lure of Yale University to pursue his graduate
I left Boston

degrees.

to tour

musician's life. We would

couple of years.

David's

with Paul Anka and lead

speak

to

each other

once

days

our

cused

By

on

infrequent

conversations

usually

music.

the 1980s, both my parents had

died, I was married and had two young
children. I attended several medita
tion retreats with different groups

during this time, none of
which displayed any
clear direction.

every

practice mind grew much stron

ger. He became the co-founder of the New Haven Zen
Center and a world class martial artist, but in those

fo

a

I

books in

pored through

a

vain attempt

to

attain this

"Zen" mind which seemed

to elude me.
Attempting to
turning phrase or word teaching that
would open the flood gate of understanding was just an
exercise in futility. The sudden death of my brother from
a heart attack at an early
age, however, was the unexpected
to break free from this mode of
for
me
catalyst
thinking.
connect

with

Although

some

it is sometimes difficult for

digest,
gift. Suppose I had "stayed the course" with
this dilettante's approach to Zen? I can envision the
scenario with clarity even today. In my seventies and frail
with age, I hobble into the Eastern Philosophy section of
karma is

our

our

local bookstore, filled with the

some

us to

same

ambitions for

saying goes, trying to find
trying to wash off blood with
leave
a stain.
always
My brother is already

enlightenment.

An old Zen

and it

was at

teacher
me

this time that I

training.

Mu

Sang

was

that the Zen Master would like

Dr. Lee and I that

finishing

to

have dinner with

evening. At the dining room table he

looked up from his meal. "Pretty soon you have long
robes, ya?" I answered affirmatively. "Are you sitting

Yong MaengJongJin?" he inquired. "Yes sir, every two
months in Los Angeles," I replied. "Ah good, maybe a
Zen center will soon appear here in Las Vegas," he
smiled. 'That would be wonderful," I said. I suggested
that he might send someone here, a response he ac
knowledged with a laugh. "Oh, no, no This is your
job." Shortly thereafter, I became a dharma teacher. Dr.
Lee was very generous to provide keys to his office,
...

mind with mind is like

where I and several other students committed

blood. It will

tice

dead. Who knows how much

nothing left

to

do but

to

longer

I will live. There is

wake. WHAT IS THIS?

I called upon my friend David Mott once again, this
question burning inside me. He told me about the Kwan
Urn School of Zen and Dharma Zen Center in Los

Angeles. He spoke of Robert Moore,
and friend who

was

Centers. Now Zen Master
sion and

solidity

a

remarkable teacher

guiding teacher for the southwest Zen

in his

Ji Bong, his blend of compas

teaching style proved

David's

words prophetic. Within the first year of at tending retreats
in Los

Lynch,

I took precepts. My dharma buddy Paul
abbot of the Ocean Eyes Zen Center, and I got

Angeles,

moktaks that Mu
recent

trip

Sang

Sunim had

brought

back from

a

Korea.

to

I remember

at

that time there

was a

certain

amount

dharma

Sunim called and informed

met

to

prac

for over three years. We

holding quarterly

retreats

in

began advertising, and
private homes. Now, ten

years after that fateful call to David Mott, this "Great
Brightness" Zen Center had appeared. Almost a dozen

people have taken precepts, with at least three students
committing to dharma teacher training precepts in
February of 1999.
Zen Master Seung Sahn says that everyone wants
things, chases things, and is attached to those things.
These are the maxims which command Las Vegas. The
spiteful snakes of sex, money, rich food and power are
the deities of choice here, insulated by an industry that
not only tolerates them, but, in fact, exalts them. The
mouth of the lion is a wonderful place to practice. We
invite you to join us.

of

self-consciousness about doing bowing and chanting prac
tice around

our

home. I

was

would consider them the
with

certain my wife and children

indulgences

of madness. But

of "don't know" and Zen Master

pervading
Seung Sahn's gentle admonition "Just do it!" I
would pack up my new moktak, take my dog
a

and go

sense

in the desert. In the presence of the

out

creosote, lizards and coyotes, my
Labrador retriever, Boo, and I would practice
the chants together. This Lab, now thirteen,
cactus

and

would howl

off-key but,

great try mind.
Zen Master
to

in retrospect, had

Seung Sahn would come
Vegas periodically, to see Dr.
ju-Choen Lee. A small practice
group had developed by then,

Las

Views from the front door

ofthe Great

Brightness Zen

Center in Las

Vegas

a

pit �rtJaclt
Bone of Space: Poems

tv Zen

ONEOFTHEOlDESTLIVINGZEN

Seung Sahn.
This collection captures a master's thoughts during
e
'<iryday life-while traveling, talking on the phone,
attehding a friend's funeral. Primary Point Press
by Zen

Master

edition, 1992. 128 pages.
Prima/y, Point Press. ISBN 0-942795-06-7.

$10.95

N

�f;�����'"

\

:
.

"

Korean �en-Traditions and Teachers.

<;"'ritof Zen's golden

age survives in

edition, 1991. 256 pages.
:.lJSJ3fi'0-942795-02-4. $15.95

pi,fit Press

,

,"

.

Heart

w-,

,.�.���'.,

Su/ta:

� .c-·�'

�

:,'�.

-�'4

Ancient Buddhist Wisdom in the

of QUantum

Reality. Mu Soeng. The con
cept of emptiness and the parallels found in quan
tum
physics. 1991. 80 pages.
PrimaryPointPress. ISBNO-942795-04-0. $10.95

Light

Dropping Ashes on the Buddha: The Teaching of
Zen Master Seung Sahn. Compiled and edited by
Stephen Mitchell. A delightful, irreverent, and often
hilarious record of interactions with Western

stu

dents. 244 pages.
Grove Press. ISBN 0-8021-3052-6. $12.00

A

Gathering of Spirit: Women Teaching in Ameri
Buddhism. Edited by Ellen Sidor. Talks and.

can

discussions from three landmark conferences
New edition of

Zen Master

Seung Sahn' s
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at

Provi

dence Zen Center. Third edition, 1992. 156 pages.
Primary Point Press. ISBN 0-942795-05-9. $11.95

TRADITIONS HAS PRODUCED A NEW BODY OF LITERATURE ON ZEN HISTORY AND PRACTICE.

Compass of Zen. Zen Master Seung Sahn. Com
piled and edited by Hyon Gak Sunim. It is a simple,
clear, and often hilarious presentation ofthe essential
teachings of the main Buddhist traditions-culmi
nating in Zen-by one of the most beloved Zen
Masters of our time. 1997.394 pages.
Shambhala. ISBN 1-57062-329-5. $20.00

Going Beyond Buddha. Zen Master Dae Gak. Listening
is the fundamental practice of any spiritual path. Listening
as a Zen
practice returns us to our true way-the way of
human beings, the way of compassion. 1997. 160 pages.
Charles

ISBN 0-8048-3116-5. $18.95

juttle.

.KWANUMZEN.COM/PPP
v

,"'I

�q�Y
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"

Pri���YIi�R�t�
the

All

elusively distributed

,'<"

to

ork.

trade
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Mouth

.

Already

a

Mistake: Talks

by

Zen

:"�' aster\Vu Kwang. T eachidg of a Zen 'master who
is

als'o a husband, father,

and

musician,

1997.

pt:ictidirig"

ialt therapist

23�.R.�g�S.¢

Primary Point Press; ISBNO;-9Ji2
"

�'

j.

�>

"

WakeUp!.�.���'
�9ae'r:�thaZe�,Nfa�WY��",,)SeungS;ilin's
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ing
dOcl!.meniaTy:,dl�t*(;aRtures Zen,M%re�
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Kong-ans for
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'<[he first
a

Everydat: pfe.,Zen N!l¥Fei'Seung sah'ij.
kong-an
collection
t�:aepear i�'ci�ny yep:';�tChristian, Taoist, and
Buddhist

sources, 2,�7

Pilges.

"'..

Charles Tuttle. ISBN 0-8048-1782-0. $16.95
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A NEW YORK STORY
��m'mmmmmmmmmmgm%�
Liz McGuinness

Chogye International Zen

Center

ofNew

York

Michael O'Sullivan-the kitchen
time

is

master

whose

retreat

make you forget your sore
Chogye back in the old meet-at

it

good
cooking
knees-began coming to
sorneone's-apartment days, when Chogye wasn't yet known
as
Chogye. And Michael was only making it to practice
sporadically, trying to fit an occasional sitting into his
rotating,

so

can

round-the-clock schedule
his duties

policeman, plus
growing youngsters.

as a

as

single

a

New York

parent

to

City

three

The apartment, he said, was on l Sth Street near
Park Avenue. A friend of his sister Trish knew
about it, "so one evening the three of us went and
practiced. When I left, there had been some kind of

experience with the meditation." It was enough to keep him
coming back when he could.
But there were a couple of pre-Chogye situations that also
helped set the stage for his current practice, he believes--one
when he was only nine or ten years old. "We lived up near
Columbia University back then," he explained. "No air
conditioning or anything. So in the summer everybody went
to Grant's Tomb in the evening and watched the sun set, a
daily thing. Some would bring sandwiches, maybe camp
chairs. It was a neighborhood meeting place. I'd be just
sitting there, just watching the sun, the different colors.
Then I'd just stare, kind of a contemplative thing. It was like
that

sunset was

Michael

inside of me somehow."

already a cop when the second event oc
injured on duty and sent to the hospital.
mandatory," he said, "even if the injury was
was

"It

actually made

the

job

easier in

hard to detach from that. Some who
fall into the trap of
eliminate or change."
"One

thing

becoming

I realized

the

nurse

said, 'Don't take it.

Meditate!" And it was the nurse's advice that he followed. "I

wound up with a book on Transcendental Meditation and
started practicing on my own." Soon after that, he discov
ered that

early Chogye

"Then I found

group.

a new

place

on

Avenue," Michael said. "It turned

31st Street
out

it

was

right off Park
Chogye again!

They met early in the morning. I would run in, bow,
practice, then run out to move my car. Practice ended at 7 :00
am

and that's when I had
But

having

that-plus
an

said. "An

the

to move

practice

he

the car."

managed

at

home-was

effect. "I began noticing a change taking place," he

slowly crept in. I was becoming more
sensitive to what was going on around me, of other people's
attachments and suffering."

people

on

Still,
years

they're trying

to

at

must

have

compassion for

both sides."

as soon as

on

in law enforcement

are

what

that when you look at the
the victimizer-they're both

victims, both suffering, and you

room,

lot

was

victim of a crime and then

But after he left the

a

high crime areas: Spanish Harlem, Harlem, Bedford
Stuyvesant and East New York. It was very hard to go
someplace every single day and see people taking advantage
of other people, really doing some brutal things. And it was

"That

minor. The doctor checked my blood pressure and said,
This is really high! I'm going to give you something for it.'

ways, but

in

curred. He'd been
was

some

harder in others," he said. "Back in those days I was working

he

was

1989, after twenty

eligible-in

the force-Michael retired.

Soon he

the

Chogye
began working with
pottery and did some volunteer work with developmentally
disabled children, did some work for a book publisher, even
wrote and
published his own cookbook.
"Cooking is something you can lose yourselfin," he said.
"For me, the ingredients are intuitive. Sometimes, though,
it's hard to keep it simple. That's the trick, when working
on
anything. Alone it's already OK, but we're always
putting something on it, around it, near it.
center,

was

practicing regularly at

and Trish

joined

current

him. He

"That goes, I guess, for food,

or

life,

or

Zen."

awareness
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Reprintedfrom Woodfish,
ofNew York.

Zen Center

the newsletter

of Chogye International

Buddha's Nature:

.�

,e;blution

as a

Practical Guide

to

Enlightenment
by Wes Nisker

Bantam Books, New York

Light Inside the Dark:
Zen, Soul; and the Spiritual Life
by John Tarrant
Harper Collins, New York
The

Over the last 2500 years, Buddhist history reveals innova
tive constructions of relationships between the Buddha's

teachings
Buddhist

and the culture of each country it visits. This
of religion" is filled with examples of

"sociology

how the "new" belief affected societal

ideology.

For

example,

our

aspirations, values, and
school, the Kwan Urn School of

Zen, has the strong flavor and influences of the Korean

brought by our founder Zen Master Seung Sahn.
day, many Korean flavors (like Kim Chee!) have a
positive valuation in defining the identity of our practice.
Unlike our Korean spiritual parents, we Western students
are in the
infancy of this process of Buddhist enculturation.
Two important points need to be addressed as we look at
Buddhist teaching through "American" eyes. First, the power
of our technological culture translated Buddhist teaching at
an
incredibly rapid pace. Where Buddhist teaching may have
taken centuries to move from one region to the next, in our
culture (with the internet, publishing, radio and TV) we are
looking at much shorter times. Second, we Americans cannot
people,

as

To this

discuss Buddhism without a focus on contemporary social
life. The American field, in which Buddhism is being planted,

deeply entrenched with a strong belief in the power of the
social sciences. Thomas Szasz, the eminent American psy
chologist, once suggested that psychology had become the
is

religion of America and psychologists were now the high
priests. The Light Inside the Dark and Buddha Nature are two
of the current genre of books attempting to marry Buddhist
teachings with American social life and sciences.
In The Light Inside the Dark, ] ohn Tarrant brings the Asian
tradition of inquiry and experience to the Western method of
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exploring

the life of

draws

several of the social sciences

on

psychology).

feeling, thought,

He views the Buddha

and stories. Wes Nisker in Buddha Nature

as a

(neuroscience, evolutionary biology, and

spiritual scientist

of the self.

In Buddha Nature, Nisker draws upon the works of other people who have tried
to
bring science and meditation practice together. He finds that the" modern selflives
in a 'culture of narcissism,' with very little sense of being part ofeither a grand cosmic

design, the unfolding processes of nature, or even a communal or historical destiny."
a
significant biological insight where
"nature has given us the ability to train our minds to bring us new levels ofsatisfaction

Nisker finds the Buddha's Third Noble Truth

and freedom." The remainder of his book follows four foundations of mindfulness

(body and breath, first impression, states of mind, and thinking) as a guide to help
"fully realize our human condition and develop its potential."
Perhaps the most interesting insight provided by Nisker is his interpretation of
how the Buddha's teaching on the law of karma works in our lives and is related to
our current
understanding of evolution. He finds that our ignorance of the twelve
links of "dependent co-arising" are the root cause of human suffering. For Nisker,
the evolutionary process offers a new idea of reincarnation in that the human
condition can be seen as "our shared incarnation, part of our common' evolutionary
karma.'" Through the study oflife reincarnating "form after form" Nisker believes
that we can clearly see the forces that have come together to create this temporary life.
While investigating similar ideas to Nisker, Tarrant in The Light Inside the Dark
relies more heavily on the field of psychology to provide insights into Buddhist
teaching. He finds that human existence at times loses "the upper levels of
consciousness," sinking into personal grief. He finds that the inward and outer
voyages have a heroic aspect to them in which they both make new connections that
help achieve many ends. He begins this journey into "a life of awareness" at the
"moment of helplessness." For Tarrant, when life goes well there is not much need
to
change things. However, the belief in a good life falls apart and breaks away
whenever a personal crisis appears. Tarrant believes that this crisis is the "gift" that
begins a new life.
Tarrant investigates the mysterious, that place where nothing is said directly. Yet
he believes that everyday, "we move into it and through it and are sustained by its
graces." He finds that in not-knowing we begin to trust our blindness and therefore
are not blocked by
seeing. He finds this ability to let go important, so that "we can
embrace whatever comes." This is one of the many ways that Tarrant attempts to help
the reader find the light inside the dark.
It is important to remember that these two authors did not write definitive
textbooks on Buddhism or science, Instead, they brought together several fields and
theories reflecting their own individual beliefs. These two books, as well as the genres
they represent, attempt to enlarge the reader's understanding of these fields rather
than provide valid explanations for them. Both books have a sense of urgency, of
hurrying us through the marriage of Buddhism and American social science, never
giving us a complete picture. At times, their stories lack precision and depth in
translating Buddhist teaching and practice.
Buddhism in America is a baby in the first few moments following birth. It arrived
in the delivery room of the behavioral sciences. However, we are still left with a simple
question: has the marriage of Buddhism and the social sciences given birth to a
healthy baby? Yes, or no? In some ways it's like trying to solve a problem-how does
it fit? All

generations have believed that theirs is the one in greatest crisis. This
generation has added Buddhism to its repertoire of responses to the crisis of mind
suffering. For Americans today, the puzzle pieces oflife's suffering fit into a Buddhist
social science paradigm. The LightInside the Dark and Buddha Nature will help future
American Buddhists understand how the baby took its first steps.
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Fifth Triennial Conference

Saturday
,--...J

,--...J

OCTOBER 9 AND 10, 1999

PROVIDENCE

,--...J

ZEN CENTER

Whole World is

a

Single

Flower

Ceremony
Together Action Practicing
Entertainment

Sunday
Teaching Workshops
,--...J

onference fee $50.
an

Registration deadline JULY 9. Please write for complete information:
Urn, ,Sch�ol of Zen 99 Pound Road, Cumberland, Rl 02864 kwanumzen@aol.com· www.kwanumzen.org
•
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The Dharma Side

Chris

...

Morgan

& Tan

Gong

r-------------------------------------.

The monks file into the Buddha Hall to celebrate Buddha s

Birthday

...

L

�

Subscriptions
The Kwan Um School

_

_

and

of Zen, 99 Pound Road, Cumberland,

three-issue subscription, I enclose:
0$12 in U.S. 0 $15 in Canada 0 $25 international

For

For

Change

a

a

nine-issue

subscription,

of Address

RI 02864-2726 US.A .• FAX

_

Please make the

(Please

I enclose:

enclose the

(401) 658-1188· kwanumzen@aol.com

following change of address:
mailing label from this issue)

Name

o $30 in U.S. 0 $36 in Canada 0 $60 international

_

Address

Payment

_

in US. dollars

checks drawn

on a

by: V1SA/MCIAMEX; personal
U.S. bank; postal money orders; or

bank checks payable on any US. bank or banker's agency.

VISAIMC/
�X

Signarure
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exR---

City
Country

_Zip

-----

_

Subscriptions to PRIMARY POINT and the school newsletter are in
membership of affiliated North American Zen centers (page
30). Notify us of your address change to ensure you receive every issue.

cluded in
__

State

SHARON SALZBERG

A HEAR.T AS
WIDE AS THE

WORLD

WIld Ivy
The Spiritual Autobiography
ofZen Master Hakuin

A Heart as Wide
as the World
Stories

on

the Path

Translated by
Norman Waddell

ofLovingkindness
Sharon Salzberg

self-portrait of rbe man
who first asked, "What is rbe sound
of one hand clapping?" The dynamic
teacher Hakuin Zenji (1689-1769)
revitalized Zen's Rinzai school,
ensuring its endurance to our own day.
Includes 30 halftones of Hakuin's an.

An intimate

Now in

paperback-from rbe
aurbor of Lovingkindness. "Salzberg
has written a book brimming wirb
rbe mindfulness, wisdom, and
compassion rbat she teaches so
well."-Publishers week(y.

"

$12.95 paper· 1-57062-428-3

$25.00 cloth> 1-57062-435-6

Lotus in the Fire

Enlightenment

The

Healing Power ofZen

Unfolds

Jim Bedard
A powerful memoir of Zen practice
in rbe midst of life-threatening

Zen Master

The Essential

illness. "A wake-up call to live life
to rbe fullest, told wirb modest
understatement and no New
jargon." -Publishers week(y.

$14.00 paper

s

Edited by
Kazuaki Tanahashi

THE

ESSENTIAL

TEACI11NGS

Age

OF

This is

ZEN MASTER
DOGEN

a

sequel

,\.

eorree er

The Essential

ONLY

Chogyam Trungpa
Edited

by
Carolyn Rose Gimian

The perfect introduction. to rbe
first Tibetan lama to teach
extensively in rbe West. Includes

a

>

1-57062-305-8

Only Don't
Selected

Know

Teaching Letters

of

Zen Master Seung Sahn

DOl\TT

The inimitable aurbor of

KNOW

Dropping Ashes on the Buddha
in action-answering questions
from students' letters about

40 selections from 14 of his many
books to provide a balanced

•

Moon in

Western Zen students.

$30.00 cloth

$14.00 paper

Kaz Tanahashi's

Dewdrop, which has become a
primary source on Dagen for
KAzuAKI TANAJiASHI

teaching.

to

previous collection,

1-57062-430-5

overview of his

Teachings of

Dogen

;.�=
f.

LErr","

..

OF

..

Z�N

�"

1-57062-466-6

Now

�.

Zen

and

practice, family, life, work,
relationships.

$14.95 paper· 1-57062-432-1

SAHN

Shambhala Publications, Inc.

bookstore, or order from Shambhala Publications
Phone: 800-733-3000' Distributed by Random House
Visit rbe Shambhala web site at www.shambhala.com

at

your
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Summer
at

Kyol

Providence Zen Center>

Summer Kyol Che is a time to

August

Che
3-22, 1999

investigate your life closely.

will be held at the picturesque Diamond Hill Zen
Monastery in Cumberland, Rhode Island. It will be led by Zen
This

retreat

Kwang, who is a monk under Zen Master Seung
Sahn and abbot of the international Kwan U m School of Zen.
He has traveled widely, leading retreats throughout the United
States and Asia, including 90-day retreats in Korea.
Master Dae

Entries

Tuesday August 3 at 10:00 am, Saturday
8:15 am, or Saturday August 14 at 8:15 am. Exits
are
any day at 8: 15 am, a minimum of three days after entering
the retreat. Retreat fee $50 per day. Full members and college
students $35 per day. Dharma teachers $20 per day. Please
register at least one week in advance of the entry day:
99 Pound Road, Cumberland RI 02864-2726 USA
Tel 401/658-1464 Fax 401/658-1188

August 7

are

at

•

Seoul
International
Zen Center
Hwa

Gye Sa, 487

Su Yu 1

Dong, Kang Buk Gu,

142-071

Seoul, Korea

(82-2) 900-4326 Fax: (82-2) 995-5770 sizc@soback.kornet21.net
•

�RESIDENTIAL
TRAINING
Doe

Kwong zen Master,
Guiding Teacher

Nancy Hedgpeth JDPSN,
Abbot

International Kyol Che
Summer Retreat
May 29-August 25,
The Seoul International Zen Center is

annual

summer

Master

Seung

Gye Sah,
Fifty forested acres,
daily meditation
practice,
kong-an Interviews,
dharma talks,
a winter

retreat

sponsoring

its

1999

eighth

in Korea under the direction of Zen

Sahn. The host

temple for

our

retreat is Hwa

the home of the Seoul International Zen Center,

located on beautiful Sam Gak Mountain in the north of Seoul.
The teachers of the retreat will be Do Mun Sunim JDPS and
Mu Shim Sunim JDPS, who will
talks and

monthly retreats,
summer

•

kong-an

give regularly

interviews. Zen Master

also be at the retreat to

Seung

scheduled
Sahn will

give special talks and guidance. Kyol

intensive retreats.

Che means "tight dharma"; the schedule includes a minimum

please write
or

call for

complete
Information

of 11 hours

a

day of formal practice

and work.

Participation

in the ceremonial life of the temple will also be included. The
retreat is open to anyone,
can

beginner or advanced student, who

sit for a minimum of one week. The fee per week is $155

99 Pound Road

Cumberland

USD for KUSZ members, $175 for non-members.

Entry

is

RI02864

401/658-1464

permitted

on

Saturdays

at noon. Please contact us for more

fax 401/658-1188

kwanumzen@aol.com

www.kwanumzen.orglpzc
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information,

or

to

register (at

least 7

days

in

advance).

(617) 661-1519

245 Walden Street

Cambridge,

MA 02140

Hakomi Therapy

Lakshyan

.)

Chronic Pain
Couple::
Biofeedback
•

Psy.D., M.S.
Licensed Clinica

George Bowman,

Psychologist

M.A.

�

•

Ed.!

.

•

Most

Insurances

Accepted
Providence,
Woonsocket,

Meditative, clientoriented, body-

Contemplative Psychotherapy

_

Schanzer

Roger Williams

Medical Center

mind psycho therapy. Individuals.

(401)941-0032

Centerfor

Richard Shrobe

Preventive 9vfeaicine

C.S.W., A.C.S.W.
Dr. Tadeusz

Psychotherapist
Specializing in the Gestalt Approach

Licensed

ACUPUNCTURE

201 East 34th St., 5th Floor, NY, NY 10016

toughest

you've

popular culture,

social issues

both educational and

East

NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING

See the world like

From sports and

312 Waterman Avenue

HERBAL THERAPY

(212) 689-7740

facing

us

today, Tricycle

traditional

offers

a

teachings,

Buddhist

Providence, RI 02914
(401) 434-3550

it before.

never seen

to literature and

Sztykowski

Acupuncturist

to the

perspective that

is

engaging.

V ric)!E.Q]J�
The world
4 issues!

comes

to

light

in

Tricycle.

™

$20 annually-call 1.800.950.7008
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Shasta

Abbey

Press

Buddhist Books for

e

Study

& Practice
Translated

Writings
of the

or

Serene

authored

by

Priests and

Reflection

Lay

Ministers of

Meditation

the Order of

(Sata Zen)

Buddhist

Tradition

Contern plati yes

Serene Reflection

Meditation, 6th ed. Seventeen articles
-

practice QY Rev. Master Jiyu-Kennett,
S
& H $3.50, Can. $4.00)
($6.00;
photographs.

late Abbess of Shasta

Abbey,

The

The Treasure House of the

Shijbogenzo

or

and

disciples.

With

on

meditation

Eye of the True Teaching, Vol. 1 A new and valuable
given from the heart of meditation to his 13th century disciples.
of Japanese Sota Zen. 11 chapters, 193 pp. ($15; S & H $4.00, Canada $5.50)
-

translation of Great Master Dagen's Dharma talks

Dagen

is the

premier

master

7.25% sales tax for CA residents. Call for free brochure
of meditation

e

supplies, tapes,

or

send $3 for

new

illustrated and annotated

complete catalog
organizations).

books and statues (free with order and to meditation groups and Buddhist

Shasta

Buddhist Supplies
Dept. P, 3724 Summit Drive, Mt. Shasta CA 96067-9102
1-800-653-3315
(916) 926-6682
http://www.OBCON.org

Abbey

e

"To carry yourselfforward and experience myriad things is delusion.
That myriads things come forth and experience themselves is awakening."
-Master

YEAR-LONG INTENSIVE

AND

Dagen

ONE-MoNTH RETREATS

AT

ZEN MOUNTAIN MONASTERY
«Abbot John Daido Loori, Full-time Resident Teacher
«Assisting Teachers: Bonnie Myotai Treace Sensei
and
•

Two

Angos,

Geoffrey Shugen Arnold Sensei
Year-long Residency Includes:

Twelve Sesshins, Four Weekend Sesshins,

Retreats in Zen Arts and Buddhist Studies

•

frffiil
�

Zen Mountain

Ask for

Monastery
Tremper,

PO Box 197Pp, Mt.

Phone: (914) 688-2228

•

For

on

more

information

our

Free

Catalog!

NY 12457

Fax: (914) 688-2415

Zen Mountain
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•

E-mail:

Monastery

zmmtrain@zen-mtn.org

see our

WWW site at

"""

http://www.zen-mtn.org/zmm

Inflate your zatu, deflate your
Our INFLATABLE ZAFU, at

only 6

ego!

ounces,

great for trove" Black, Navy, Royal, Purple,
Burgundy, Green, $23 Postpaid, Also: traditional
Cushions, Benches, Bells,

Bo�ks&

Morel

Guaranteed, Mastercard & Visa, Free brochure,
Catollna

Morning Designs,
Oept. pp, P.O.B. 2832,
Asheville, NC 28802. 704-683-1843

"B�!
The

Cambridge Zen Center is

a

residential medita

tion center under the direction of Zen Master Seung
Sahn. Students from various countries and backgrounds

participate in this innovative combination of monastic
training and an urban setting. In addition to morning
and evening Zen practice, the majority of residents
work or are students in the Boston area. Cambridge Zen
Center offers a variety of programs, including weekly
talks, interviews with Zen teachers, monthly retreats,
and meditation classes. Cambridge Zen Center wel
comes

visitors and

new

house members.

zEN MASTER: Seung Sahn
ABBOT:

Myo Ji Hab Jang

"NEW YORK CHO GYE SAH
45-18 48th Avenue,

Woodside, NY 11377

Formore information contact:

Cambridge Zen

Center

Tel. (718) 706-1749

199 Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 576-3229' cambzen@aol.com

www.kwanumzen.org/czc

Fax. (718) 392-3011
.

'\

,

.,---------------'
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The Kwan Urn

99 Pound Road, Cumberland
Rhode Island 02864-2726 USA
401/658-1476 Fax 401/658-1188 • kwanurnzen@aol.com· www.kwanurnzen.com
•

North America
Guiding

teachers

are

listed in italics

Ann Arbor Zen Center
c/o Michael Ella
6 Geddes Heights
Ann Arbor. MI 48104

Mark Houghton JDPSN
Jane McLaughlin-Dobjsz JDPSN
199 Auburn Street

617/354-8281

Kwan Urn Zen Community
of Chicago
Zen Master Sceng Hyang
c/o Ron Kidd
550 West Grant Place. Unit 3A
Chicago. IL 60614

414/638-8580

Morning Star Zen Center
Zen MasrerJj Bong

Penobscot Area Zen

412/441-6393

8249 East Oak

dickmap@chplink.chp.edu

Scottsdale. AZ 85257
602/947-6101

Providence Zen

iresarf@juno.com

Diamond Hill Zen

Great Brightness Zen Center

kwanurnzen@aol.com

wcompton@frank.mtsu.edu

Santa Barbara Zen

New Haven Zen Center
Zen Master Soong

Boulder City. NV 89005

Zen Master Ii

Hyang

sittinzen@aol.com

Goleta. CA 93117-1650
805/967-8941
raimisl@cs.ucsb.edu

-

Great Lake Zen Center

P.O. Box 247

Zen MasrerDae Kwang

Tallahassee. FL 32302-0247

aruciloe@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

c/o Peter Neuwald

No Mind Zen Center

1918 North 58th Street

Zen Master Dae K wang

Milwaukee. WI 53208-1622
414{771-2490

Dae Do Sah
Zen Master Dae Gal:

Zen Group
Zen Master Dae Gal:
PO Box 44575
Indianapolis IN 46244

curt@cola.iges.org

Cookeville. TN 38501-3070
615/520-0704
bobh@>midtenn.net

P.O. Box 117
Siocan Park. BC VOG 2EO

Indianapolis

Dae Mun Zen Group
Zen Master Dae Gal:
clo Fran Turner
6807 Mount Vernon Avenue
Cincinnati OH 45227
513n71-0834

Very Center
1615 Brown Avenue

The

c/o Will Dafoe

neuwald@mail.execpc.com

9403 Lindale Drive
Bethesda MD 20817
3011571-5271

Wausau Zen

Group
Kwang

Zen Master Hae

Ocean Eyes Zen Center
Zen Master Jj Bong

5107 River Bend Road
Schofield. WI 54476

4430LirneAvenue

715/355-7050

Long Beach. CA 90807-2817

317/274-6879

Group
Bong

467 Cole Place

193 Mansfield Street
New Haven. CT 06511
Office 203{787 -0912
Residence 203{777 2625
nhzc@aol.com

702/293-4222

Monastery

Cumberland. RI 02864
Office 401/658-1464
Fax 401/658-1188
Residence 401/658-2499

615/255-7715

a/kIa/ Mojave Desert Zen Center
Zen MasrerIi Bong
c/o Thorn Pastor, 901 EI Camino Way

Center/

Zen Master Dae K wang
99 Pound Road

Nashville Zen Group
Zen Master Bo Mun
c/o Bill Compton.
1221 Sixth Avenue North
Nashville. TN 37208

gatelessgate@hotmail.com

ffcwd@aurora.alaska.edu

mpetit@emh.org
Zen Group of Pittsburgh
Zen Master Dae K wang
c/o Paul Dickman
1126 Heberton Street
Pittsburgh. PA 15206

c/o Merrie N. Fraser

Alachua. FL 32615
904/454-4264

Cypress Tree Zen Group
Zen Master Soeng Hyang

207/262-9362

805/822-7776

Zen Master Sceng Hyang
c/o KC Walpole
10 104 NW 240 Terrace

Fairbanks, AI( 99706
907/474-5119

bt24761@uafsysa.uark.edu

Myung Wol Zen Center

Gateless Gate Zen Center

Cold Mountain Zen Center
Zen Master Dae Kwang
c/o Cary de Wit
PO Box 61656

501/521-6925

460 Gould's Landing
Orono, ME 04473

Spirit Center
Juniper Way
Tehachapi. CA 93561

KY 40312

Group

c/o Marilynn Petit

Mountain

furnacemt@kih.net

718{706-1749
Fax 718/392-3011

amsomlai@post.its.mcw.edu

1599 Halsell Road
Fayetteville. AR 72701-3902

606{723-4329

Temple

Center
Zen Master Dae K wang
600 21st Street
Racine. WI 53403

KY 40503

606/277-2438

Box 545

45-18 48th Avenue
Woodside. NY 11377

Original Root Zen

daegak@aol.com

Zen Master Dae Gal:

slkealy@aol.com

r

Lexington,

egzc@emptygatezen.com

212/353-0461

oczc@aol.com

Zen Master Dae Gal:
345 Jesselin Drive

Furnace Mountain

Clay City.

8445 West Elmhurst Avenue

Littleton. CO 80128-5209
303/979-1655

Lexington Zen Center

510/845-8565

Chogye International Zen Center
of New York
Zen Master Wu Kwang
400 East 14th Street. Apt. 2E
New York. NY 10009

c/o Richard Baer

lombardo@kuhub.cc.ukans.edu

Empty Gate Zen Center
Jeffrey Kuzes JDPSN
2200 Parker Street
Berkeley. CA 94704

afterglo@mc.net

Open Circle Zen Community
Zen Master Soeng Hyang

913/841-8683

musang@csi.com

773/327-1695

Chogye

cate@execpc.com
Zen MasrerHae Kwang
1423 New York Street
Lawrence. KS 66044

323/934-0330
Fax 323/930-1961

cambzen@aol.com

Toronto. ON M6P 2M7. Canada
416/604-0534
Fax 416/314-6202

Kansas Zen Center

chonghae l Gjuno.corn

Office 617/576-3229
Fax 617/864-9025

Ontario Zen Center
Zen Master DaeKwang
c/o John Carducci
22 Oakmount Road, # 1514

608/255-8448

Dharma Zen Center
Zen Master Jj Bong
1025 South Cloverdale Avenue
Los Angeles. CA 90019

MA 02139

Community

Madison. WI 53703

Dharma Sound Zen Center
Zen Master Jj Bong
P.O. Box 31003
Seattle. WA 98103-1003
Office 206{781-866O
Information 206{783-8484

Cambridge Zen Center

Sah

WJ.iljam Brown JDPSN
clo Cate Pfeifer
817 1/2 East Johnson Street

562/696-1838

elta@Umich.edu

Residence

Isthmus Zen

Zen Master Jj Bong
c/o Aikido Ai Dojo
6727 South Milton Avenue
Whittier. CA 90601

FMcgouirk@aol.com

313{761-3770

Cambridge.

Dharma Kai Zen Center

562/988-2289

dubin@chem.iupui.edu

dochongps@oezc.com

BECOMING A MEMBER OF THE KWAN UM SCHOOL OF ZEN IN NORTH AMERICA
(In

other parts

ofthe world,

contact your

local affiliated Zen

center or

-

,

regional head temple.)

Your membership in a participating center or group makes you part of the K wan Urn School of Zen sangha. Your dues help support
teaching activities on local, national, and intemationallevels. Full membership benefits include discount rates at all retreats and
workshops (after three months of membership), and subscriptions to Primary Point and the quarterly school newsletter. Associate
membership does not include program discounts, Send this coupon and your first dues payment to the Kwan Urn School of Zen
at the address at the top of the page, Please circle the dues for the membership category and payment plan you prefer.

Annually
FULL

""".".""".,,.

Individual

Specify

.""

..

the North American center

$240

or

""".""""""".".,,",,.

group that you wish to be

a

Quarterly

"""."."".".

360
Student ."".""."."."."".".".120
""".""""""."""."".".""."".".60

Fanrily

ASSOCIATE

"""."."""""".,,

$60

""".".""."".

""".".""."."

""".".""."."

..

Monthly

".".""."""

""

..

""".".",,.

""."."" ..

""."

member of:

Name(s)

_

Street

_

Cicy
Phone

$20

90
30
30
10
15.""".".""."."" 5

__

Day

Fax
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Phone

State

Zip

Evening
E-mail

Expiration

Signature

�

South America
The Dharma Centre-Porto Alegre
Hella Downey JDPSN
c/o Tania Lohmann
Rua Barao de Cerro Largo 487
90850-110 Porto Alegre RS, Brazil

(55)51-219-3207
dcpa@nalanda.zzn.com

Australia
Queensland Zen Center
Kwang Myong Sunim JDPS

Katowice Zen Group
Alek.sandra Pm1er JDPSN
c/o Marek Barcikowski
ul. Piotrowicka 45/4
40-723 Katowice-Ligota, Poland

(48) 32-202-3008
buddyzm@box43.gnet.pl
Kaunas Zen Group

MyongDhSunimJDPS
Box 609
LTI021 Kaunas, Lithuania
370-98-22063
Fax 370-7-268-572
muailit@takas.lt

Kladno Zen Center

53 Koala Road
Moorooka 4105
Queensland, Australia
(61) (7) 3848-7404

Zen Master Wu Bong
Na vyhaslem 3260

qzc@eis.net.au

Zen Master Wu

272 00 Kladno, Czech

Republic

Kosice Zen Group

Bong

Bukurestska 28

04013 Kosice, Slovakia
(421) 95-62-64-126

peter_durisin@yahoo.eam

Amsterdam Zen Group
Grazyna Perl JDPSN

Krak6w Zen Center

c/o Wojtek Kulwanowski
Feike de Boerlaan 3
1019 KS Amsterdam, the Netherlands

(31) 20419-5333
Fax (31) 20419-5333
w.kulwanowski@hetnet.nl
Barcelona Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Xavier Vidal
Passeig del Born No. 17 40 2a

Barcelona, Spain

13357

Europe

(49) 30-465-4793
Fax (49) 304654793

josush@compuserve.com
Beograd Zen Center
Head Temple, Yugoslavia
Zen Master Wu Bong
Radica Petrovica St. 23

Zemun, Yugoslavia

(421) 7-6531-4096
Fax (421) 7-788-236
lubor@intemet.sk

v

Kulturi

Igor Cvilak
Gregociceva 21/B
2000 Maribor, Slovenia
(386) 62-226-082
Fax (386) 62-226-082
Olomouc Zen

Group
Bong

Zen Master Wu

c/o Petr Klasek
Oldrichova 10
772 00

Olomouc, Czech Republic
(42) 603-746-527
aopkeroi@oasanet.ez

Temple, Spain
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o San Felic 6
07012 Palma de Mallorca, Spain
(34) 971-728-981

jiranzo@lix.intercom.es
Paris Zen Center

Fax

Republic

skoupy@fi,munLcz
Brussels Zen Center
Head Temple, Belgium
Grazyna Perl JDPSN
c/o Koen Vermeulen
A. Rodenbachlaan 14
1850 Grimbergen, Belgium
(32) 2-270-0125

(32) 2-270-3796

togetheraction@compuserve,com
Center

Head

Temple, Hungary
Grazyna Perl JDPSN
Arpad u. 8 VI. 156
H-1215 Budapest, Hungary
(36) 1-276-1309
Fax (36) 1-275-1219
rohi@zen.hu

ul. Zoledziowa 10
70-765 Szczecin, Poland

Hoeh Beng Zen Center
Do Mun Sunim JDPS

(48) 91-612-567
Fax (48) 91-330-741

Szeged Sangha

18-A Jalan Raja Bot
50300 Kuala Lumpur,
(60) 3-292-9839

Orazyna Perl JDPSN

Fax

pomer@frik06.onet.pl

c/o M�szAros Tamils
6724 Szeged Makkoserdo,
Sor 24, Hungary

Seoul International Zen Center
Head Temple, Asia
Do Mun Sunim JDPS

magyarz@
everx.szbk.u-szeged.hu

HwaGyeSah
487, Suyu I Dong
Kang Buk Gu, 142-071 Seoul,

Perl JDPSN

(33) 144-87-09-07

76673.2373@compuserve.com
Pila Zen Group
Myong Dh Sunim JDPS

c/o Bogumila Malinowska
u. Grabowa 12/2,
64-920 Pila, Poland
(48) 86-72-28-93

Prague Zen Center
Head Temple, Czech Republic
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Michaela Mazacova
Na Petynce 70/182
169 00 Praha 6, Czech Republic
(42) 24446-0852
(42)2-2432-1409
mailbox@kwanumzen.cz

Riga Zen Center
Head Temple. Latvia
Zen Master Wu Bong

sizc@soback.komet2l.net

Singapore Zen Center

Ulianousk Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Pavel and Larisa Michln

Kwan Yin Chan Lin
Gye Mun Sunim JDPS
Ja1an Asas 50
Singapore 2367

Lokomotivnaya 112,1

432012 Ulianousk, Russia

(65) 764-0739
Fax (65) 298-7457

Vienna Zen

Group
Head Temple, Austria
Zen Master Wu Bong

siufong@singnet.com.sg
Su

Bong Zen Monastery
Hyang Urn Sunirn JDPS
32 Leighton Road
5/F Starlight Hse
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
(852) 2-891-9315
Fax (852) 2-575-0093
subong@ctimail.com

Biberstr. 8/19
1010 Wien, Austria
(43) 1-40243-79
Fax (43) 1-715-57-64
Vilnius Zen Center
Head Temple, Lithuania
Myong Dh Sunim JDPS
Rulikiskiu 19
Vilnius, Lithuania
(370-2) 745746
Fax (370-2) 745746

Africa

Warsaw Zen Center
Head Temple, Eastern Europe
AJeksandra Porter JDPSN
04-962 Warsaw Falenica
ul. Malowiejska 24, Poland
(48) 22-612-7223
(fax same after 9 pm)
Personal 48-22-872-0400

The Dharma Centre

Head Temple, Africa
Hella Downey JDPSN
c/o Heila and Rodney
26 White Street

Fax (27) 2351-3515
dharmken@iafrica.com

kwanumzen@jantar.elektron.pl

Durban Zen Group
Heila Downey JDPSN
c/o Ani Wolmarans
(27) 31-261-318

c/o Anna Golab
ul. Lesna 27

05-840 Brwinow; Poland

(48) 22-10-41-81

Johannesburg Zen Group
Hella Downey JDPSN

Group

c/o Caroline Suzman

Zen Master DBe Oak

c/o Daniela Herzog & Matthias Seitz

Schiefersteinweg

8

Germany
(49) 5604-8721
seitz-herzogjst-online.de

Illovo, Johannesburg, South Africa

Poplar Grove Zen Centre
Hella Downey JDPSN
c/o Margie and Antony Osler

Zagreb Zen Center
Head Temple, Croatia
Zen Master Wu Bong

P.O. Box 232

Colesberg 5980,

South Africa

(27) 51-753-1356

c/o Emil Stimac-Vincens

Rapska ul. 24a
10000 Zagreb, Croatia

Rondebosch Dharma Centre
Hella Downey JDPSN
c/o Ron Schiff
6 Lulworth Mansions

(385)(1) 611-34-16

esvince@public.srce.hr

Saint Andrews Road

Group

Rondebosch

Alek.sandraPorterJDPSN

Cape Town 7700,

c/o Krzysztof Kapon
ul. Poniatowskiego 10/26
22-400 Zamosc, Poland
(48) 84-6394729

rons@iafric8.com
Tel Aviv Zen Center
Shabazi28
NeveTsedek
Tel Aviv 65150, Israel
(3) 510-7356

Group

Head Temple, Switzerland
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Rene Bucher

Vorderqr, t 23
CH-8704 Herrliberg,

South Africa

(27) 21-686-3698 centre
(27) 21-790-5546 home

kwan_um@friko6.oDet.pl
Zurich Zen

4 Fricker Road

(27) 11442-7670 home
(27) 83-225-9254 mobile

D-37247 Weissenbach/ b. Kassel

Zamosc Zen

Downey

Robertson, Cape 6705, South Africa
(27) 2351-3515

Warsaw Zen Group
Aleksandra Porter JDPSN

White Creek Zen

Korea

(82) 2-900-4326
Fax (82) 2-995-5770

Komaromi �t 37.IV.em.8.
2800 Tatabanya, Hungary

ul.

Malaysia

(60) 3-292-9925

zendo@isdn.net.il
Switzerland

(41) 1-915-54-22

Stabu 6--4

Group

Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Hanna Nowicka
Schleidenerstr. 8
50937 Koeln, Germany
(49) 221-415-587
uzsd70@uni-bonn.de
Gdansk Zen Center

Myong Dh Sunim,

42-33-30-74

35 Rue de Lyon
75012 Paris, FRANCE
(33) 1-44-87-08-13

c/o Karel Skoupy

Zen

(48)

Grazyna

Bmo Zen Group
Zen Master Wu Bong

Cologne

91-065 LOdZ, Poland

Head

Head Temple, Slovakia
Zen Master Wu Bong
Ludovfta Fullu st 58/22
84105 Bratislava, Slovakia

Budapest Zen

Group

Aleksandra Porter JDPSN
ul. Ogrodowa 26 m. 29

Palma Zen Center

Bratislava Zen Center

Fax

krakozen@kki.net.pl

c/o Trzenje

Berlin, Germany

Tuckova 20
602 00 Bmo, Czech
(42) 5-752-040

ul. Bandurskiego 19/4
31-515 Krak6w, Poland
(48) 12-56-24-28

Maribor Zen Group
Grazyna Perl JDPSN

(34) 3-310-7022
Fax (34) 3431-7195
Berlin Zen Center
Head Temple, Western
Zen Master Wu Bong
Gottschedstrasse 4

Aleksandra Porter JDPSN

LOdZ Zen

Asia

Myoog OIl Sunim JDPS

Tatabanya Zen Center
Grazyna Perl JDPSN
c/o Fodor Gyijrgy

c/o Oleg Suk

Europe

Szczccin Zen Group

JDPS

ul. Sienkiewicza 12/1
Gdansk Wrzeszcz, Poland

gdanskzc@underweb.net

Riga 1010, Latvia
kolo@mailbox.riga.lv
Rzesz6w Zen

Group

Aleksandra Porter JDPSN
c/o Jerzy Babiarz

ul. 30-lecia 39
35-083 Rzesz6w, Poland

Zwieczyca,
Saint

Petersburg Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
3 Kazanskaja str.
Office 5, 6, 9
Saint Petersburg. Russia
(7) 812-312-9487
Fax (7) 812-312-1843

baltunion@infopro.spb.su

Prison

MCI Norfolk, Massachusetts

Groups

Adult Correctional Institution,
Rhode Island

Shirley Medium, Massachusetts
Shirley Minimum, Massachusetts
Oxford Federal Penitentiary,

Coleman Federal Correctional
Complex, Florida

Suffolk County House of Corrections,
Boston

MCI
MCI

Wisconsin

Indiana State

Prison, Michigan City
Malmesbury Prison, South Africa

Tucker Maximum
Arkansas

Marion Correctional Institute, Florida

Westville Correctional Center. Indiana

Massachusetts Treatment Center,

Zephyrhills Correctional Institute,

Bridgewater

Security Prison.

Florida
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